A workflow system and method include tracking the physical movement of documents. The information of the physical movement is incorporated with the flow graph of a workflow. A display of the workflow can then be enhanced by the information relating to the physical movement of the document.
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<workflow action>
<application user = "Jan Brady">
<Public_key> 653678 </Public_key>
<Requested_Action>
Enter patient identification and diagnosis code
</Requested_Action>
<Send_to>
Patient's employee benefit manager
</Send_to>
>Status> Awaiting completion </Status>
</workflow action>

<destination>
<company> Ricoh </company>
<application user = "Ronda Rich">
<public_key> 765890 </public_key>
<postal address>
223 Villa Boulevard, West Caldwell, NJ, 22356
</postal address>
<requested action>
Verify Eligibility and forward to Claims Processing
</requested action>
>Status> null </Status>
</destination>

<destination>
<company> Capon </company>
<application user = "Cathy Conroy">
<public_key> 006234 </public_key>
<postal address>
124 East Manchester, Palo Alto, CA 94025
</postal address>
<requested action>
Verify Eligibility and forward to Claims Processing
</requested action>
>Status> null </Status>
</destination>

FIG. 8
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRACKING DOCUMENTS IN A WORKFLOW
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to workflow systems and more particularly to tracking documents in a workflow system.

During the course of running a business, there are many steps and people involved in each endeavor. Accompanying this activity might be the flow of large numbers of documentation. For example, documents generated by a person or by people in a workgroup often require distribution to other people in the company or among different groups of people. Workflow systems provide a way for managing the flow of numerous documents during the course of a project.

Any substantial project is likely to produce volumes of paperwork. Effective management of a large-scale project requires up to date information. In the case of documents, it is important to know who has what document, how far along a document is in the review process, and so on. This can facilitate identifying critical paths and bottlenecks. It is therefore desirable to be able to enhance a workflow system to improve its utility.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A workflow system and method comprise one or more sensors disposed about an area of the workflow. The sensors detect proximity of a document as it moves about in the area of the workflow. The information collected is associated with information relating to the document. The workflow system integrates this information with a display of the workflow graph, reflecting the movement of documents in the workflow. The workflow graph can be presented in graphical form, showing a graphical representation of the workflow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of a sensor arrangement for monitoring documents in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates an example of workflow;
FIGS. 2A and 2B show enhancements to a conventional workflow according to the present invention;
FIGS. 3A and 3B show a radio identification system as used in an implementation of an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 illustrates high level processing according to the invention;
FIG. 5 shows various sensor configurations for detecting actions that can be performed on a document;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a workflow appliance in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a partial workflow diagram of a forms processing system; and
FIG. 8 illustrates a conventional XML representation of the workflow fragment shown in FIG. 7.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 is a highly generalized block diagram of a document workflow system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. A workflow processor 102 represents the component that provides the functionality commonly found in typical workflow systems. Typically, this includes a computer component, such as a personal computer, running appropriate software. It can be appreciated that the workflow processor can be any appropriate computing configuration or platform. Some functions provided by a workflow system include identifying documents to be routed in the workflow. The workflow includes a workflow graph which identifies the paths along which the participating documents are to be routed.

Referring to FIG. 2 for a moment, a portion of a typical workflow is illustrated. This representation is an exemplar of a graphical representation of a workflow, used to illustrate aspects of embodiments of the present invention. It can be appreciated that actual workflow systems will include additional tools for the user.

A workflow comprises a plurality of stages (nodes of the graph) 212a–212c and 214a–214c, for example, at which an action is performed on the document(s). Each stage represents a location in the operation where the document can be routed; e.g. someone’s office, or some other appropriate location for a particular given operation. The action may be a simple acknowledgment of having received the document, or the action may be something more interactive such as a review and/or editing or other annotation made to the document. The action may be a copy operation, a fax operation, or the like. There can be different kinds of stages. For example, stages 212a–212c are examples of simple store and forward stages where a document is received, an action might be performed on the document, and the document is then passed on. Stages 214a–214c, for example, are branching stages where the document flow can proceed along alternate paths. The workflow is further defined by edges 202a–202d, for example, which connect the stages together to complete the flow graph.

In the particular example shown in FIG. 2, a graphical representation of a workflow is illustrated. It can be appreciated, however, that other representational forms are possible. For example, it may be more appropriate under certain situations to represent a workflow in a textual format. A machine interface may use a representational form more suitable for communication among computing equipment.

Returning to FIG. 1, the workflow processor 102 may be provided with appropriate user interfaces 106a, 106b. As
noted above, the user interface can be a graphical user interface (GUI) presented on a suitable display device and having appropriate input devices (e.g., keyboard, voice input, mouse, and other commonly used input devices) to facilitate creating and editing workflows. While a GUI is an appropriate interface, a textual interface can also be used. Each user interface is in communication with the workflow processor via an appropriate communication channel 116, such as a network-type of connection, a direct connection to the processor, a modem connection, and so on.

The workflow system shown in FIG. 1 further includes a sensor processing component 104. This component can comprise a single computer device, or other appropriate configuration. Sensors 108a–108d are disposed about the plurality of locations which can be included in a workflow. In one particular implementation of an embodiment of the invention, the location of each sensor is known to the sensor processing component. In another particular implementation, each sensor can provide information about its location to the sensor processing component. Each sensor can communicate information to the sensor processing component over a channel 114.

It can be appreciated that in a large enterprise, the sensors might very well be distributed over a large geographic area. In such a case, the sensor processing component 104 might comprise a network of local computers where each local computer handles sensors local to that computer. For example, a set of sensors in an office in Paris might be linked to a local computer in that office, while a second local computer might be used to link together the sensors in an office in Tokyo. In such cases, it is understood that an element (e.g., sensor 108c shown in FIG. 1) can be viewed as a logical, recursively defined, representation of a local sensor group, comprising a plurality of local sensors and a local computer communicating the local computer communicates sensor data from its local sensors to the sensor processor 104.

In accordance with this embodiment of the invention, each sensor 108, is sensitive to proximity of one or more documents being routed in a workflow. In a particular implementation of this embodiment of the invention, a radio frequency identification (RFID) system constitutes the sensor subsystem. RFID is a versatile wireless solution for identification. It has a wide range of applications, from tracking books in a library to monitoring the movement of cattle on a ranch.

Referring to a moment to FIGS. 3A and 3B, a basic RFID system comprises three components: an antenna component (coil) 313, a transceiver component 312, and a transponder (commonly called an RFID tag) 316. The antenna component 313 emits radio signals to activate the tag 316. Antennas are available in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Often, the antenna component 313 is packaged with a transceiver component 312 which typically includes a decoder module. This combination is referred to variously as a reader, an interrogator, and so on. In operation, the reader can emit radio waves 322 (interrogation signal) in ranges of anywhere from one inch to several feet or more, depending upon its power output and the radio frequency used. The transceiver component produces the interrogation signal which is then propagated by the antenna component.

When an RFID tag passes through the electromagnetic zone of the interrogation signal, it responds to that signal and produces a response signal 316 which is picked up by the antenna component 313 and fed to the transceiver component 312. The decoder module in the transceiver decodes the response signal to extract the data encoded in the tag and the data is passed to a host computer for subsequent processing.

RFID tags come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Some tags can only be read, while other tags can be read and written. For example, a product called the MU-chip by Hitachi, Ltd., is a 0.4 mm² chip that is thin enough (about 60 μm) to be embedded in paper, and contains a read-only memory (ROM) of 128 bits.

RFID tags are categorized as either active or passive. Active RFID tags are powered by an internal battery and are typically read/write, i.e., tag data can be rewritten and/or modified. The battery-supplied power of an active tag generally gives it a longer read range. The trade off of course is greater size, greater cost, and a limited operational life due to the limited life of the battery. Nonetheless, it can be appreciated that active tags can be useful in the present invention under appropriate operational requirements.

Passive RFID tags operate without a separate external power source and obtain operating power generated from the interrogation signal transmitted from the reader. Passive tags are consequently much lighter than active tags, less expensive, and offer a virtually unlimited operational lifetime. The trade off is that they have shorter read ranges than active tags and require a higher-powered reader. Read-only tags are typically passive and are programmed with a unique set of data (usually 32 to 128 bits) that cannot be modified. For example, the Hitachi MU-chip comes preprogrammed with a 128 bit data word.

In accordance with the present invention, physical documents have one or more RFID tags physically associated with them. Such documents can be referred to as "tagged documents." A plethora of attachment processes are possible. An RFID tag can be attached by the use of adhesives. A clip which gathers together a multi-page document can be provided with an RFID tag. For example, a paper clip may incorporate a tag, or a staple can be incorporated with a tag.

The attachment can be manual, or by automation. For example, a copying machine can be outfitted with RFID tagged staples or a dispenser of adhesive tags, so that stapled copies can be tagged by way of the staple, or single-page copies can be tagged with an adhesive tag. RFID tags (e.g., Hitachi MU-chip) can be embedded in the paper medium itself ("tagged paper").

In accordance with this particular implementation of an embodiment of the invention, each RFID tag is associated with a unique identification, referred to herein as a "tag identifier." Furthermore, when a tag is physically associated with a physical document, there is an association between the tag identifier and "document information" relating to the physical document. The document information might comprise an electronic copy of the physical document, an image of the document, a reference which identifies the physical or an electronic form of document, a reference identifying where an electronic copy of the physical document can be found, references to other documents, and so on. The document information might include information indicative of permissions, for example, whether a document can be copied or not. The document information might include ownership information, document modification history information. In general, one can appreciate that any kind of information may constitute "document information."

The document information can be collected at the time of creation of the document; e.g., when the document is printed, copied, faxed, or otherwise processed. The document information can be accumulated over the lifetime of a document such as when
According to FIG. 1, it can be appreciated from FIGS. 3A and 3B that the plurality of sensors 108a-108d can comprise the transceiver and antenna component of an RFID system. Each sensor 108, includes a transceiver circuit and an antenna for transmitting an interrogation signal and for receiving a response signal from a document 132a. A sensor further includes a communication component for communicating information received from the tag 134a embedded in a sensed document (i.e., the tag identifier) to the sensor processing component 104. The sensor processor then associates the tag identifier with the particular sensor that transmitted the information. In an implementation of an embodiment of the invention, the location of each sensor is known a priori. Consequently, the sensor processor can make the further association of tag identifier with location of the tag and its associated physical document. Finally, the database system can provide to the sensor processor a mapping of the tag identifier with an identity of the sensed document. Thus, it can be seen that the location of a document is known, insofar as the sensors can detect the document.

The workflow processing component 102 is in data communication with the sensor processing component 104 via communication channel 112. Communication between the workflow processor and the sensor processor can be provided by any of a number of known communication techniques. In one embodiment of the invention, the two processing components could be subsystems in the same computer system. On the other hand, in a large enterprise where a distributed architecture may be more appropriate, the sensor processing component may comprise a plurality of local computer systems, each receiving tag information from its associated RFID tags.

The sensor processing component 104 transmits to the workflow processor 102 information indicative of the sensed (detected) document(s) and information representative of the location where the document(s) were sensed. Alternatively, the sensor processing component might transmit to the workflow processor the tag identifier along with information indicative of the sensed document 132a, that received the information. The workflow processor can then make the necessary mappings to obtain a document identifier and its physical location. In a distributed environment comprising plural sensor processing components, some of the sensor processors may provide the mapped information to the workflow processor, while other sensor processors might transmit the “raw” data to the workflow processor.

Assuming the workflow processor 102 is in possession of information relating to a document and information indicative of its location, the information can be used to enhance the workflow graph. Referring to FIG. 2A, the workflow segment illustrated in FIG. 2 is shown as it might appear in a GUI. The figure illustrates a tracking feature of document flow wherein the physical location of a document can be tracked without information provided by a user, sometimes referred to as “unconscious” tracking, automated tracking, and so on. Upon receiving an appropriate display command from the user, the workflow graph presented to the user (on a display, for example, as shown in FIG. 2) can be enhanced with information from the sensors 108, received from the sensor processing component 104.

As an example, in FIG. 2A the current location 232a of a document is indicated by highlighting (or some otherwise visually indicating) the node (stage, 212b) in the workflow which corresponds to that current location. It can be appreciated, of course, that other indicating techniques can be used. Additional information 222a can be presented as well. For example, information indicating an action (action on the document might be displayed, if available. The additional information can be another document(s) that has become associated with the document; for example, a reviewer of the document might attach, or otherwise associate, a related document to the document in the workflow.

FIG. 2A further illustrates that a document can be routed electronically. Thus, for example, stage 214c is the current location 232b of a second document. Here, the document is in electronic form. This can be indicated by a suitable graphic such as the “lighting bolts” 234 intended to illustrate that the second document exists in electronic form.

FIG. 2B illustrates another feature of the workflow system of the present invention. The tracking information collected by the sensor processing component 104 can be used to compile a tracking history of a document in the workflow. The figure shows an example of such a display. A tracking history 242 comprises highlighted portions of the workflow indicating the stages and edges which constitute movement of the document in the workflow. Thus, for example, the edges 246a-246e and others are indicated by highlighting, or some equivalent visual indication. The stages where the document was sensed are also shown highlighted.

Collectively, the highlighted portions pictorially show the flow of the document. It might be useful to have additional information 244a-244e associated with each stage in the tracking history. For example, a time stamp indicating the time of detection at each stage can be stored and displayed. Other additional information 222a can be associated with each stage as discussed above; e.g., action taken on a document, related documents can be associated with the document being tracked, and so on.

FIG. 4 is a high-level flow chart illustrating processing steps of a workflow system according to the foregoing aspects of the present invention. At a step 402, a sensor 108 detects the proximity of a document 132a. This includes receiving a response signal from the tag 134a that is physically associated with the document in response to an interrogation signal. The response signal includes information indicative of a tag identifier associated with the tag. At a step 404, the sensed tag information is associated with information indicative of the location of the sensor which detected the response signal. As discussed above, locations of sensors can be known a priori by the sensor processing component 104. Alternatively, a sensor can be appropriately configured to communicate some information along with the tag identifier that indicates an identity of the sensor itself. A mapping of the sensor identity can be made to determine its location. In yet another alternative, an indication of the location of the sensor can be communicated to the sensor processing component. A time stamp can be associated with the tag identifier to indicate when the document was detected and the location of the detection.

At a step 406, the tag identifier is associated with the document. This can be accomplished using information contained in a database 122, for example containing a mapping between tag identifiers and document identifiers.

Certain actions can be taken on the document at steps 408 and 410. For example, the recipient may simply acknowledg-
edge receipt of the document. The user may annotate or otherwise modify the document; e.g., by associating other documents with it, and so on. The user interface 106 can provide the necessary access and functionality to effect such actions. These actions can then be associated with the tag identifier by the workflow processing component 102.

The user can enter a display command at a step 412 to display all or a portion of the workflow. The user might submit a command to display the current location of a particular document or documents. At a step 414, the association among the information made in the foregoing steps can be used to identify the location(s) of the document(s). The workflow can then be displayed where those stage(s) corresponding to the identified location(s) are highlighted in an appropriate manner to show their current locations. If tracking history is desired, then in a step 416 the workflow graph can be displayed in a manner to highlight the flow of the document in the workflow graph.

FIG. 5 shows some additional sensors which can be incorporated in various document processing devices. A copying machine 502 can be equipped with a sensor 508a. Thus, if a copy of a tagged document 530a is made, the sensor can detect the presence of the tagged document and indicate to the sensor processing component 104, the action of a copy having been made. This action is then associated with the tag identifier.

Similarly, a printer 504 having a sensor 508b can detect printing of material. Stock paper, having physically associated with it one or more tags, can be detected by the sensor when processing a print job sent by a PC 510. A communication link 514 from the printer and the PC can provide to the sensor processing component 104 information indicating the tag identifier and the document being printed. This establishes the existence of the printed document, and subsequent tracking of the document in the workflow. In addition, the action of the printing of the document can be associated with the document, and subsequently displayed to a user in the manner discussed above (see, e.g., FIGS. 2A and 2B).

The element 504 can also represent a scanner device having a sensor 508c. When a tagged document is scanned, the sensor can detect the tag of the scanned document and communicate the tag identifier to the sensor processing component 104. The scanned data is stored in the PC as a document. A document identifier can be communicated to the sensor processing component to be associated with the tag identifier. In this way, a tagged document in the workflow can be converted to electronic form. This action of scanning can be captured and associated with the document.

FIG. 5 shows a facsimile transmission (fax) device 506. This device is also equipped with a sensor 508c. When a tagged document in the workflow is faxed to a recipient via the fax device, the sensor obtains the tag identifier and communicates that information to the sensor processing component 104. There, the tag identifier is associated with the document identifier, as well as the action of being faxed. In addition, the fax device can communicate the fax number of the receiving machine to the sensor processing component.

FIG. 6 shows an implementation of an embodiment according to another aspect of the invention, incorporating the use of re-writable RFID chips. When the RFID chips embedded in documents are re-writable, an “autonomous” workflow functionality can be provided for users not connected to an online workflow processor 102. This can be done by describing the workflow that contains the given document 602 and the position of the document in that workflow in a standard way. Such a description language would provide a means to specify the actions that have been performed on that document and the actions that can be performed on it in the future.

Users would scan a re-writable RFID chip 602a contained in the document 602 using a suitable device 612 (more abstractly referred to as a workflow appliance). The workflow appliance can include a CPU (central processing unit) or other similar data processing component 622, a memory component 624, a display 626, and a device 628 for reading and writing the RFID chip 602a and to provide user services such as logging in and so on. The workflow description 614 can be downloaded from the RFID chip to the workflow appliance which displays the workflow diagram. The display can indicate where the document is in that diagram and what actions the user could take on that document. After the user takes one of those actions, it is recorded on the chip and the diagram is updated and rewritten on the chip. That data can optionally be encrypted with the next receiver’s public key. When that user opens the document, he can decrypt it with his private key.

If the workflow description language is in a standard format, users of an autonomous workflow system can easily process documents produced by different service providers. For example, Blue Cross might use an Oracle Workflow system for their medical claim forms and Cigna might use an IBM system. However, the workflow appliance in a Doctor’s office does not need to know that. The information added to the form, such as the name, address, and diagnosis code for the patient, can be recorded on the chip using the standard format.

A further aspect of the various embodiments of the present invention include information recorded on the re-writable RFID tag 602a to direct the user to take certain actions. This provides a certain level of autonomous behavior in the document, where the document can require the recipient of the document to take actions in a context-directed manner. Information can be written to the RFID tag 602a along the way in the workflow at its various steps by a backend workflow server. The information in the RFID can be updated at each stop, or only at certain stops, depending on the situation. In an extreme case, the RFID can contain the entire workflow in which case the document is in essence a fully autonomous document, instructing its recipients (via an appropriately configured workflow appliance) where the next stop is, or what the next action is.

For example, the fragment of a workflow diagram 700 depicted in FIG. 7 shows an action 702a being requested of a user Jan Brady. She has been asked to enter the identification information for the patient, the diagnosis code, and to send the form to the employer’s account manager. The routing information for the possible receivers (the account managers) is provided so Jan knows where to send the paper form after it has been filled out. This diagram fragment can be represented in a text-based format (e.g., XML) as shown in FIG. 8. Before the form is filled out, the status 702b is “awaiting completion.” After the form has been filled out, the status is changed to “in transit” as it is being sent to the intended receiver. Since the hypothetical patient works for the Ricoh company, the paper form was sent to Ronda Rice at 223 Villa Boulevard, West Caldwell, N.J. since she’s the benefits manager for that company. It can be appreciated that this aspect of the invention allows for disparate workflow systems to co-operate, despite the differences in workflow procedure and policy that are likely to exist among the different systems. The amount of information contained in
the RFID tag, of course, will depend on the storage capacity of the device. Additional devices may be incorporated. It can be appreciated that system requirements, functional requirements, performance requirements, and other such factors will determine specific implementation details.

An external workflow system can be informed of this updated workflow diagram either online, or asynchronously (e.g., via an email message), or not at all. Since the updated diagram is carried in the chip 602a, a network connection is not required when the document’s information is updated. This can be a significant advantage since the physical location where the update occurs does not need to be equipped with a network connection. In fact, a simple workflow status-updating appliance is sufficient.

The workflow appliance reads the standard workflow description from the chip, determines the actions that are possible, displays those actions to the user, provides a means for the user to enter the result of such an action, and rewrites the memory of the chip to indicate the action that was performed. For example, the workflow appliance 612 shown in FIG. 6 can be suitably configured with appropriate software to process documents in a financial institution’s workflow. The user is being asked to verify the validity of the signature on the form by comparing it to information in the account record. The result of this action, as well as the time, date, and place where it was performed, are recorded on the chip. By reading and writing a standard workflow description language, the appliance can process documents that are represented in a workflow system provided by any vendor that supports such a standard interface language. Standard workflow interface descriptions that provide interoperability between workflow systems are under development by industry groups such as the Workflow Management Coalition (see, for example, the website at "http://www.wfmc.org").

What is claimed is:

1. A method for monitoring documents in a workflow comprising:
   - receiving a workflow graph representative of said workflow, said workflow graph comprising information representative of one or more stages in said workflow;
   - sensing a first document at a first sensed location;
   - determining whether there is a first matching stage among said one or more stages that corresponds to said first sensed location;
   - associating said first matching stage with document-related information relating to said first document;
   - sensing said first document at a second sensed location;
   - determining whether there is a second matching stage among said one or more stages that corresponds to said second sensed location;
   - associating said second matching stage with document-related information.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising:
   - displaying a representation of said workflow graph;
   - receiving a first user command; and
   - in response to said first user command, providing in said representation of said workflow graph an indication of a current location of said first document based on said first sensed location.

3. The method of claim 2 further including receiving a second user command and in response thereeto, indicating said first and second sensed locations in said representation of said workflow graph.

4. The method of claim 1 further including receiving event information representative of a user action performed on said first document while said document is located at said first matching stage and associating said document-related information with said event information.

5. The method of claim 4 further including associating with said document-related information time information indicative of the time when said user action was performed.

6. The method of claim 4 further including displaying a representation of said stages of said workflow graph, including displaying a representation of said event information with said first matching stage.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said first document is physically associated with an identification component that can be sensed when said first document is in proximity to said first sensed location.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein said sensing comprises transmitting an interrogation signal suitable to produce a response signal in a radio frequency identification device (RFID) and detecting said response signal, said RFID being physically associated with said first document.

9. The method of claim 8 further including obtaining said document-related information based on said response signal.

10. The method of claim 8 wherein said RFID is a rewritable device.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein said document-related information includes information obtained from said RFID.

12. The method of claim 8 wherein said document-related information includes one or more of an electronic copy of said first document, information identifying said first document, and information relating to a second document.

13. A method for monitoring a document in a workflow, said workflow being represented by a workflow graph, the method comprising:
   - at each of plural locations, sensing for presence of a document having physically associated therewith a radio identification device (RFID);
   - accumulating a plurality of first locations where said document was sensed; and
   - presenting a representation of said workflow graph, said representation including information indicative of one or more of said first locations thereby making known one or more locations of said document in said representation of said workflow graph.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein said RFID is rewritable, the method further including recording information representative of said plurality of first locations on said RFID.

15. The method of claim 13 wherein said RFID is rewritable, the method further including recording on said RFID information representative of one or more actions taken on said document.

16. The method of claim 13 wherein said sensing includes transmitting an interrogation signal and detecting a response signal, said response signal being produced by said RFID in response to said interrogation signal.

17. The method of claim 13 wherein said sensing includes obtaining identification information representative of said document.

18. The method of claim 13 wherein said workflow graph comprises a plurality of stages indicating an expected flow said document, the method further including detecting a document flow deviation based on said expected flow and on said first locations.

19. A document workflow system comprising:
   - a first processing component;
   - a second processing component in communication with said first processing component, said second processing
component effective for receiving information which constitutes a workflow graph; and
a plurality of sensors disposed about a plurality of locations and in communication with said first processing component,
said sensors operable to sense a document and to transmit first information indicative of said document to said first processing component,
said first processing component operable to communicate to said second processing component second information indicative of a location where said document was sensed,
said second processing component operable to identify said document in said workflow graph using document-related information and said second information.

20. The system of claim 19 wherein each of said sensors is an interrogation device comprising a transceiver module for transmitting an interrogation signal and for detecting a response signal, said interrogation signal suitable for producing said response signal in a radio frequency identification (RFID) tag that is physically associated with said document.

21. The system of claim 19 wherein said second processing component is operable to present a representation of said workflow graph which indicates said document relative to said workflow graph based on said second information.

22. The system of claim 19 wherein said second information includes time information indicative of when said document was sensed.

23. The system of claim 19 wherein said first processing component comprises a first computer system and said second processing component comprises a second computer system in data communication with said first computer system.

24. The system of claim 19 wherein said first processing component and said second processing component are computer program components in a computer system.

25. The system of claim 19 wherein said second processing component is operable to communicate a portion of said workflow graph to said first processing component, said first processing element operable to communicate third information representative of said portion of said workflow graph to said sensors, wherein each of said sensors is an interrogation device comprising a transceiver module for transmitting an interrogation signal suitable for storing third information in a re-writable RFID (radio frequency identification) tag that is physically associated with said document.

26. A method for monitoring documents in a workflow comprising:
receiving a workflow graph representative of said workflow, said workflow graph comprising information representative of one or more stages in said workflow;
sensing a first document at a first sensed location;
determining whether there is a first matching stage among said one or more stages that corresponds to said first sensed location;
associating said first matching stage with document-related information relating to said first document;
sensing said first document at a second sensed location;
determining whether there is a second matching stage among said one or more stages that corresponds to said second sensed location; and
associating said second matching stage with said document-related information,
wherein said document includes a re-writable RFID (radio frequency identification) tag and said step of receiving includes storing at least a portion of said workflow graph in said RFID tag.

27. The method of claim 26 further comprising:
displaying a representation of said workflow graph;
receiving a first user command; and
in response to said first user command, providing in said representation of said workflow graph an indication of a current location of said first document based on said first sensed location.

28. The method of claim 26 further including receiving event information representative of a user action performed on said first document while said document is located at said first matching stage and associating said document-related information with said event information.

* * * * *